Kindergarten Supply List 2017-2018

Each student is required to have the following items organized, labeled and ready to go by the first
day of school. Please do not send supplies still in the store packaging.
Here is a shopping list from Amazon so you can see an example of the supplies we are talking about – You
don’t have to shop from it – it is just for reference - http://amzn.com/sl/VSBBKKZ0WN3J.
The following items need to be labeled clearly with your child’s name. Please only send one set to school
on the first day. Be sure to stock up on supplies at “Back to School Sales” as some kindergarten supplies
need to be replenished as often as monthly.




















REGULAR SIZE Backpack with zipper closure (No “Pre-K”, rolling, or satchel style, please.)
1-3 Snack/Lunch Container(s) to carry your child’s food
A Water Bottle - This can be reusable or disposable and should be sent on a daily basis.
Plastic Box to hold crayons - https://www.dollartree.com/household/storageorganization/Translucent-Plastic-Storage-Boxes-with-Clip-Lock-Lids-2-ctPacks/500c541c541p345061/index.pro Two boxes of 12-count My First Ticonderoga Primary Size #2 Beginner Pencils, Yellow (33312) with
erasers
Three boxes Crayola Crayons 8-count pack
One Pentel white hi-polymer Erasers (these work the best)
Two Boxes of 24 count Colored Pencils
One pair of children’s safety Scissors
Nine Large Glue Sticks
Nine Small Glue Sticks
Two Expo Dry Erase Marker –bullet tip /skinny - BLACK ONLY
One 5oz. Can of Play-Doh (any color)
One two Inch Binder with CLEAR PLASTIC COVER labeled with name on the inside and filled with 50+
clear plastic Sheet Protectors
One pair of inexpensive Over the Ear Headphones (small circumference to fit your child)
One box of Kleenex (no need to label)
One container of Baby Wipes (no need to label)
Each student must have a change of uniform clothes (including underwear) in their backpack. These
will stay in their backpack all year and will be used in the event of a bathroom accident. Please label
with your child’s name and place them in a Ziploc bag.

